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LABEL the compass rose with N, S, E, W.
Write NORTH, SOUTH, EAST OR WEST to complete each sentence.
1. Harriet heads

to go to school.

2. Larry goes

to go to Harriet’s house.

3. Kim heads

to go to the supermarket.

4. A police officer would go
5. Kids at school head

to the supermarket.
to play at the park.

6. Harriet’s dad is a police officer. He heads
7. Larry heads
8. Kim heads

to work.

to go to school.
to visit Larry.
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The First All-Female Spacewalk
The first all-female spacewalk happened on October 18, 2019. Christina Koch
and Jessica Meir traveled to the International Space Station. Though other
women have done spacewalks before, this was the first all-female spacewalk. The
spacewalk took about 7 hours. When they were on the spacewalk, Koch and Meir could
see the Earth underneath them. Koch described seeing the Earth from space as “bright
and an absolutely beautiful blue.”
Now that you’ve learned about this historical event, answer the questions below.
1. Why was Christina Koch and Jessica Meir’s spacewalk important?

2. Imagine that you were on a spacewalk. What would you like to see?

3. What do you think the Earth would look like from space? Draw a picture below.
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About Me
My Name is
I was born in
My Favorite Colors are
My Favorite Hobbies are

My Favorite Foods to Eat are

My favorite place to visit is

My Favorite Movie is
My favorite book is
I laugh and smile when

I will make the world a better place by

My dream is to
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Learning about Verbs with “ing”
You’ve probably seen a lot of verbs with “ing” at
the end. Verbs are action words and a verb
ending with “ing” is one that is used to talk about
an ongoing action. Here is an example:
My friend Kitty is reading a story about a princess
and a frog.

Add “ing” to the verbs so that they describe the continuing actions in the
following sentences. Sometimes you may have to leave off the “e” on the end of
the verb before you add the “ing.”
1. I am __________________ for the bus with my friend.

wait

2. My cousin is __________________ for the airport in an hour.

leave

3. My mom is __________________ my favorite song.

sing

4. He is __________________ a surprise birthday party for his father.
5. Our class is __________________ a book drive.
6. My brother is __________________ to find his sweater.

throw
organize
try

7. The girl is __________________ a picture.

draw

8. Do you need help __________________ your room?

clean

9. The children are __________________ a fun game.

play

10. They are ___________________ a tree house.

build

11. My teacher is ___________________ our tests right now.

grade
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My Favorite Food Pre-Writing
In your opinion, what’s the best food to eat for dinner?
Give three reasons why it’s the best.
Then write a concluding sentence.

My Opinion:

Reason #1:

Reason#2:

Reason#3:

Conclusion:
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Flamingo: Practice Subtraction

Subtract these numbers. You may need to borrow.
Then answer the question below.

47
− 34

2.

5.

9.

1.

84
− 52

3.

93
− 24

4.

84
− 68

28
− 10

6.

73
− 37

7.

84
− 29

8.

67
− 25

72
− 33

10.

88
− 83

11.

36
− 28

12.

81
− 67

Flamingos form the largest flocks of birds in the world.
Today 55 gathered in the zoo.
How many more are needed to reach 99?
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Famous Olympic Athletes
Jesse Owens
Born in 1913 in Alabama, Jesse
Olympic Achievements
Owens’ family moved to Ohio when
he was young. He began running in
Country: United States
junior high school. In high school,
Sport: Track and field
Jesse tied the world record for the
Year: 1936 Summer Olympics
100 yard dash and the long jump.
Berlin, Germany
Jesse attended Ohio State
Total of 4 gold medals:
University. He was a track and field
100 meters
star there. In one meet in 1935 he
200 meters
broke three world records and tied
Long jump
another.
4x100 meters relay
During the 1936 Olympics in
Germany, Jesse won four gold
Jesse Owens in the
medals. He broke the Olympic record for the 100 meters and broke the world
1936 Olympics in
record for the 200 meters. The 4x100 meters relay team, which included
Berlin, Germany
Jesse, also broke the world record.
Jesse’s wins in 1936 also proved to the world that African American
athletes could compete and win against the best in the world. German leader Adolf Hitler and his
Nazi Party had wanted the Olympics to show that white German athletes were better than everyone
else. Jesse and his teammates proved this wrong.

Secret Code Word
Use the secret code to find a word about
Jesse Owens. Write the letter in the blank that
matches the number from the code.
____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
18
5
3
15
18
4

7=G
8=H
9=I
10 = J
11 = K
12 = L

Where was Jesse born?
________________________________
What year did Jesse participate in the Olympics?
________________________________

Secret code
1=A
2=B
3=C
4=D
5=E
6=F

Q&A

13 = M
14 = N
15 = O
16 = P
17 = Q
18 = R

19 = S
20 = T
21 = U
22 = V
23 = W
24 = X

25 = Y
26 = Z

What Olympic record did Jesse break?
________________________________
How many gold medals did Jesse win at the
Olympics?
________________________________
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